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WELCOME
In front of you lies our new 2015 Winter Catalogue 
with a carefully selected collection. We have selected 
functional products that are fun to give and receive.  
These are all products that allow you to stand out.

This year’s theme is ‘connectivity’; the (re)connection 
that people have with one another. This can be 
translated in a lot of ways. Our ‘power banks’ for 
example are an almost indispensable accessory in the 
world we live in. The products in our Home & Living 
section emphasize another kind of connection, these 
are best enjoyed together. And when you are looking 
for a trendy, durable and highly functional jacket, XD 
Apparel clothing is made just for you. We hope you 
enjoy looking at and reading our catalogue.
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NEW

NEW

iPhone 6
16GB  64GB  128GB

iPhone 6 Plus
16GB  64GB  128GB

iPhone 5
iPhone 5C  iPhone 5S

16GB  64GB  128GB

iPad
4th generation

16GB  32GB  64GB  128GB

iPad mini
iPad mini with Retina-screen

16GB  32GB  64GB  128GB

iPad Air
16GB  32GB  64GB  128GB

iPod touch
5th generation

32GB  64GB

iPod nano
7th generation

16GB

Samsung
Galaxy S6 

Sony Xperia Samsung
Galaxy S2 

HTC One Samsung Galaxy tab Sony Xperia Z2

100

MFi (made for iPhone and iPad) licensed adapter. This small 
adapter can easily be placed on any micro USB charging cable 
enabling you to also charge your Apple devices that are charged 
through Apple lightning.

Size 0,6 x 1 x 2 cm.

-

Micro USB to Apple lightning adapter

MFi (made for iphone and iPad) licensed charging and sync 
cable. Comes with both MFi licensed lightning plug as with 
micro USB plug to charge or sync other devices. Length: 1 metre

Size 0,6 x 1,1 x 100 cm.

70 x 85 mm.

P302.173

2 in 1 cable
P302.163

All our power banks (page 6 to 15) come standard with a micro–USB charging cable to 
charge the power bank from any USB power outlet.  

This same cable allows you to charge all Android  devices, such as:

Adding the Micro to Lightning Connector to your purchase allows you to charge the 
following Apple compatible products:

CERTIFIED BY APPLE, BETTER QUALITY!

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
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To ensure mobile connectivity with 

our social circles, power banks are the 

solution. Recharging a device with 

a power bank is one thing, refilling 

the bank is another. Now there is a 

power bank, version 2.0, one that 

automatically fills its internal battery 

as soon as the mobile phone is fully 

recharged. Double duty.

REFILL
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NEW

Dobble

3000 mAh

1

2

3

3
Dobble avoids running out of power by combining charging 
cables and a powerful 3000mAh Samsung battery in one. 
Use the cable daily to charge your phone and once full it will 
automatically charge the internal battery. Doing so you will 
always have that extra power boost with you. MFi licensed 
product and Registered design®

Size 3,9 x 6,8 x 9 cm.

110 x 50 mm.
Li-ion

1

Dobble cable & 3.000mAh powerbank

P324.303 - white
P324.305 - blue

P324.307 - green

MFi Lightning plug & Micro USB plug

Samsung battery

Protected against overcharging

Auto charge function

You will never forget to charge Dobble.
Unlike other power banks, Dobble charges itself automatically after charging your mobile 
device, so it will always be fully charged when you start you day!

You will never run out of battery again. 
Dobble helps you through the day, plug it into your device for a complete battery charge or 
use it to charge from any USB power outlet!

Easy to carry and easy to use. 
The most convenient power solution available, Dobble is compact, serves as a stand and 
keeps your cable tidy.

REASONS WHY DOBBLE ASSURES PEACE OF MIND MAKE IT PERSONAL
Dobble makes for a great end-of-the-year 
gift.  From stock, its sleeve can be printed 
virtually all over with a logo to make it 
yours. 
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NEW

NEW

NEW

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

Triangular shaped aluminium powerbank with 2200 mAh 
lithium battery. The suction pad can easily be attached  to 
your mobile phone so it can be used as a stand. Output 
5V/1A, input 5V/1A.

Size 3 x 2,8 x 9,8 cm.

80 x 20 mm.
Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh triangle powerbank

Trendy 2200 mAh powerbank with cleverly designed cord to 
attach it to a bag, for example.  Output 5V/1A, input 5V/1A.

Size 10,3 x ø 2,2 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

P324.980 - silver
P324.981 - black

P324.985 - blue

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh powerbank with cord

Compact  powerbank with 2200 mAh lithium battery. Output 
5V/1A  input 5V/800MA.

Size 10 x ø 2,5 cm.

55 x 8 mm.

P324.120 - pink
P324.121 - grey

P324.123 - white
P324.125 - blue

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh powerbank

2200 mAh powerbank in ABS casing with UV coating 
including laser pointer.Output 5V/1A, input 5V/800mAh.

Size 2,6 x 2,2 x 9,7 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

P324.081 - black
P324.083 - white

P324.085 - blue
P324.087 - green

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh Powerbank with laser presenter

Compact and portable ABS powerbank with 2200mAh 
lithium battery. Output 5V/1A and input 5V/800mA. The 
clever design enables you to remove the battery when it 
needs to be replaced and allows you to recycle the battery.

Size 10 x ø 2,5 cm.

6 x 30 mm.

P324.453

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh powerbank

P324.050 - pink
P324.051 - black
P324.053 - white
P324.054 - red

P324.057 - lime green
P324.058 - orange
P324.059 - blue Easy to attach to your bag

Charges all electronic gadgets like smartphones, music players and digital cameras

Portable (fits in your pocket), trendy and stylish

Ideal for long flights and outdoor activities

Super easy to use for any device, simply connect with a USB cable

POWERBANK BENEFITS

Stick this powerbank to your phone 
and it works like a stand
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NEWNEW

NEW

2000 mAh 

&
2500 mAh

4200 mAh

2200 mAh

2500 mAh

37% 

60% 

Lightweight and thin aluminium powerbank with 4200 mAh 
Li-Poly battery. Comes with PU pouch to take the powerbank 
wherever you want.  Output 5V/1A, input 5V/800 mAh. 

Size 1,9 x 4,1 x 12 cm.

95 x 32 mm.
Li-poly

1

4.200 mAh executive powerbank

Lightweight and thin aluminium powerbank with 2500 mAh 
Li-Poly battery. On the back there is a clip to attach the 
powerbank to your shirt or bag (for example). Output 5V/1A, 
input 5V/500 mAh. 

Size 0,8 x 4,7 x 8,7 cm.

80 x 40 mm.

P324.505

Li-poly

1

2.500 mAh powerbank with clip

Ultra thin ABS 2500mAh powerbank with integrated micro 
USB cable. Output 5V/1A and input 5V/1A. Including micro 
to USB adapter

Size 0,8 x 6,2 x 9,6 cm.

50 x 80 mm.

P324.432

Li-poly

1

Ultra thin 2.500mAh powerbank

Compact but powerful 2200 mAh solar powerbank with 
integrated solar panel. Can be charged both by sunlight as by 
USB. Output 5V/1A, input 5V/1A.

Size 2,4 x 3,8 x 9,7 cm.

90 x 30 mm.

P324.773

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh solar powerbank

P323.150 - silver
P323.151 - black

P323.155 - blue

powered by the sun

HOW MUCH POWER
DO YOU NEED?

Your phone needs about:

of adults

admit they are addicted to 
their smartphones...

of teens

*  check the specifications of your device  
 for the exact mAh data.

Clips easily on your pocket 
Everything is possible 

with a digital print

Apple Android
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4000 mAh

8800 mAh

NEW

4000 mAh

4600 mAh

4600 mAh thin powerbank with high quality lithium polymer 
battery. Including on/off button to switch of the power 
current and battery capacity indicator. Output 5V/2.1A, input 
5V/1A. Packed in transparent gift box.

Size 0,8 x 7 x 12,5 cm.

90 x 60 mm.
Li-poly

1

4.600 mAh thin powerbank

Powerful ABS powerbank with 4000 mAh lithium battery 
that gives you enough capacity to completely charge a 
mobile phone twice.  Output 5V/1A, input 5V/1A. 

Size 2,2 x 4,5 x 9,8 cm.

33 x 10 mm.

P324.753 - white
P324.754 - red
P324.755 - blue

P324.756 - yellow
P324.757 - green

Li-ion

2

4.000 mAh powerbank

Rainproof and dustproof powerbank with powerfull 8800 
mAh lithium battery. Comes with built-in capacity indicator 
and torch. Including Swiss Peak pouch. Output 5V/2.1A, input 
5V/1A.

Size 12,5 x 7,7 x 2,4 cm.

55 x 20 mm.

P324.180 - white
P324.181 - black

P324.185 - blue

Li-ion

4

Swiss Peak powerbank 8.800mAh

4 in 1 outdoor powerbank with: built-in lithium battery to 
charge your mobile devices, outdoor torch, emergency light 
and camping LED. Including Swiss Peak pouch and carabiner. 
Output 5V/2A, input 5V/1,5A.

Size 5 x 5,3 x 10,8 cm.

18 x 50 mm.

P324.831

Li-ion

2

Swiss Peak 4 in 1 powerbank 4.000 mAh
P324.901

4000 mAh Powerbank

Outdoor torch

Emergency light

Camping LED

dual charging
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2600 mAh

4400 mAh

10000 mAh

NEW NEW

7500 mAh

8000 mAh

Stylish and strong aluminium powerbank with 8000 mAh 
lithium battery.  Because of the double USB ports it can 
charge two mobile devices simultaneously. The 2.A output 
offers enough current to charge a tablet. Output 5V/2A, 
input 5V/1A.

Size 3,8 x 3,8 x 9,3 cm.

74 x 22 mm.
Li-ion

1

8.000 mAh anodized powerbank

Powerful ABS powerbank with 7500 mAh lithium battery 
that offers you enough power to charge all your mobile 
devices including tablets. The powerbank has two USB ports 
to charge two devices simultaneously, an aluminium clip 
to hold even a large tablet and comes with a battery check 
indicator to check the energy level. Output 5V/2A, input 
5V/1.5A.

Size 2,2 x 6,7 x 14 cm.

100 x 30 mm.

P324.411

Li-ion

3

7.500 mAh powerbank with stand

Powerful 10.000mAh ABS powerbank with 5V/2.1A and 
5V/1A output and 5V/1.5A input.

Size 2,2 x 7,5 x 10,8 cm.

70 x 55 mm.

P324.601

Li-ion

4

10.000 mAh powerbank

4400mAh portable ABS powerbank with 5V/1A output and 
5V/1A input.

Size 2 x 4,5 x 9,6 cm.

65 x 30 mm.

P324.223

Li-ion

2

4.400 mAh powerbank

2600mAh portable ABS powerbank with 5V/1A output and 
5V/1A input.

Size 2 x 2 x 9,4 cm.

65 x 15 mm.

P324.213

Li-ion

1

2.600 mAh powerbank
P324.203

2600 mAh

4400 mAh

10000 mAh

Everything is possible with a digital print

MYTH
Closing an app will save battery life.

TRUTH
By closing an app, you take the app out of the phone’s RAM. 
When you open the app again, your device has to load it back 
into the memory all over again.

• LED torch
• 2 x USB
• 5V input
• charge indicator

dual charging

dual charging

pad printlaser engraving
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Suntree Port

Ginkgo Sun Solo

4000 mAh

1000 mAh

2500 mAh

1350 mAh

Charge your smartphone with solar energy? It is possible, at 
home or out and about. In the car, the boat or the caravan. 
Fix the solar charger firmly on to the glass using the suction 
cap and charging can begin. From now on you can call 
cheaply using solar energy and the internal 2500mAh 
battery.

Size 7,4 x 2,4 x 23,5 cm.

60 x 50 mm.
Li-poly

1

Sun Solo solar charger 2.500mAh

Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB 
port. Due to the integrated suction pad it can be attached to 
any window, whether it’s at home, in the car or on the plane. 
You are backed up by an internal 1000 mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery which brings your stored sun-power 
wherever you go. Registered design®

Size 2,6 x ø 10 cm.

70 x 61 mm.

P323.013

Li-poly

1

Port solar charger 1.000mAh

The Ginkgo has an integrated 4000mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery to store your clean energy and the capacity 
is displayed on small LED’s. It is made of eco friendly 
materials, ReSound and bamboo. The USB output allows 
you to connect any phone, tablet or any other mobile device. 
Registered design®

Size 22 x 19 x 19,2 cm.

50 x 10 mm.

P323.140 - grey
P323.145 - turquoise
P323.147 - green

P323.148 - orange
P323.149 - pink

Li-poly

1

Ginkgo solar tree 4.000mAh

Suntree uses 9 solar leaves to charge your mobile phone or 
MP3 player using solar cell technology. A real eye catcher 
for any desk, with a powerful 1350mAh rechargeable lithium 
battery inside. The solar charger has an USB output and 
mini-USB input. Including a mini USB cable. Registered 
design®

Size 10 x 10 x 22 cm.

40 x 12 mm.

P323.113

Li-poly

1

Solar Suntree 1.350mAh
P280.132

doming
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#selfie

NEW

Remote shutter including extendable monopod to take 
selfie pictures everywhere you go. Compatible with iOS and 
Android.

Size 26 x 9,5 x 1,5 cm.

15 x 20 mm. 1

Selfie shutter with monopod

Take this compact selfie shutter anywhere you go for the perfect 
selfie shot alone or with your friends.  You can easily take an 
instant selfie by one press on the button, there is no need to 
connect to Bluetooth (for example). The clever design enables 
the selfie stick to be folded  to a compact size, so it easily fits in 
your purse or even your pocket.

Size 2,6 x 4,5 x 23 cm.

90 x 10 mm.

P301.843

Selfie stick with wire

Don’t lose any time looking for your keys with the Bluetooth 
key finder. Simply place the key finder on your keys, and 
when needed you can find the keys with the key finder app 
on your mobile device. This device can also be used as a 
remote shutter or ‘selfie’ shutter. Compatible with both iOS 
(iPhone 4S and up) and Android 4.4.

Size 4,3 x 2,6 x 0,5 cm.

15 x 30 mm.

P301.541 - black P301.543 - white

1

Smartag selfie with app

Remote shutter to take remote pictures of you and your 
friends. Including small phone stand to keep your phone 
in place and at the right angle. Compatible with iOS and 
Android.

Size 5,7 x 2,8 x 0,8 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

P301.023

1

Selfie shutter
P301.833

key finder

selfie shutter

Small enough to put in your pocket

No need to install.  
Just plug and shoot! 
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Record all your adventures with this 720P high definition 
camera with 4x digital zoom, 120 degree lens and integrated 
2” touch screen. The waterproof case and the bike and 
helmet mount allow you to capture all your extreme sports. 
Micro SD card (up to 32GB) not included.

Size 5,8 x 5,8 x 2,8 cm.

45 x 10 mm.
Li-poly

1

Sport and adventure camera

High density acrylic gloves with touch functionality. Packed in a 
pouch with one front pocket and one zippered compartment in 
which you can store your mobile phone.

For him: size 22,4 x 15 x 1 cm.
For her: size 20 x 14 x 1 cm.

45 x 70 mm.

P301.011

Touch gloves

Take the camera on your mobile device to the next level with 
this 3 pcs mobile device lens set. The set includes a fish eye, 
macro and wide angle lens. Each of them can easily be attached 
to your mobile device. Including black string pouch to take the 
lenses wherever you go.

Size 2 x 8,5 x 10 cm.

40 x 60 mm.

P301.301 - for him P301.311 - for her

3 pcs mobile device lens set
P301.881

Fish eye

macro

wide angle

4x Digital zoom

720P high definition camera

120 degree lens

Integrated touch screen

Waterproof casing 

Including bike and helmet mount 
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NEW

3W bluetooth speaker with powerful 1200 mAh battery to take 
your music experience to another level! The casing is made of 
alumium with an ABS grill. The bottom of the item is completely 
rubberized to ensure the best sound quality. The speaker is 
compatible with the newest NFC technology.

Size 7,5 x 7,5 x 7,7 cm.

30 x 35 mm. Li-ion

1

Sound bass speaker medium

2 x 3W bluetooth speaker with powerful 1200 mAh battery 
to take your music experience to another level! The casing is 
made of alumium with an ABS grill. The bottom of the item is 
completely rubberized to ensure the best sound quality. The 
speaker is compatible with the newest NFC technology.

Size 15 x 6,5 x 7,9 cm.

45 x 60 mm.

P326.671 - grey
P326.672 - silver

P326.674 - red
P326.677 - blue

Li-ion

1

Sound bass speaker large

Powerful 6A charger with 6 USB ports. Charge up to 6 mobile 
devices at the same time. Comes with Iphone and Ipad 
optimized ports. Including white cable and EU adapter.  

Size 6,5 x 7,9 x 11,2 cm.

20 x 15 mm.

P326.651 - grey
P326.654 - red

P326.655 - blue
P326.657 - green

6A USB charging station

Powerful 4.2A charging station with 6 USB ports and built in 
LED lights. Comes with white cable and EU adapter.

Size 3 x 6,6 x 9,4 cm.

50 x 15 mm.

P308.203

6 port USB charger

Portable connector with double USB port and integrated LED 
light on top. Output: 5V/2.1A

Size 7 x ø 3,5 cm.

27 x 27 mm.

P308.991 - black
P308.995 - blue

P308.997 - lime green

Powerful dual port car charger
P302.274

5 USB ports

Ideal for home use

Protected against overcharging

1,5 meter power cable
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NEW

95%

Powerful Bluetooth speaker with two 3W speakers and a 
500mAh rechargeable battery. Play your music any time and 
any where you want by simply connecting it to your mobile 
device.

Size 5,7 x 5,5 x 15,5 cm.

25 x 25 mm. Li-poly

1

Stereo bluetooth speaker

Trendy 3W bluetooth speaker with strong zinc body. The 600 
mAh battery allows you to enjoy your music for up to 6 hours 
on one charge. Packed in nice transparent gift box. 

Size 4,8 x ø 6,2 cm.

20 x 15 mm.

P326.131

Li-poly

1

3W Anodized speaker

3W Waterproof IPX4 shower speaker that enables you to listen 
via bluetooth to your favorite music while taking a shower. 
Comes with 300 mAh battery and suction cup to easily stick the 
item on any surface.

Size 5,7 x 7,8 x 7,8 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P326.330

Li-poly

1

Waterproof shower speaker
P326.025

GOT BLUETOOTH?

of all mobile phones 
have Bluetooth 
capabilities.

The size of a class-3 
Bluetooth chip

The size of a 
blueberry

11,3 mm.

9 mm.

13,4 mm.

Waterproof

Pick up phone button

Strong suction cup

Manual included
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‘ISLANDS IN THE STREAM’
A classic like this or any other kind of 

music is mostly listened to privately 

with earplugs or headphones in trains, 

buses, streets…, anywhere really. 

In recent years, the music we listen 

to is not on tangible media storage 

products, but it is mostly retrieved 

through downloads or indeed… 

streaming. So connectivity is a must!
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Oova Oova

Oova

It doesn’t just look good but it sounds good as well. With flat 
cable, built-in microphone and a rPET travel bag. The Oova is 
part of our sound range.

Size 3 x 1,6 x 1,6 cm.

45 x 20 mm.

Oova earbuds with mic

Take it everywhere and put it down wherever you want. Press 
play and the room is filled with music by a powerful 5W 
speaker! With rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our sound 
range.

Size 12 x 10 x 4 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

P326.403

Li-poly

1

Oova bluetooth speaker

Flowing design, great sound. With flat cable, built-in 
microphone and a rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our 
sound range.

Size 18 x 16 x 1,7 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P326.603

Oova headphone with Mic
P326.503

Foldable and stretchable design

High quality sound

Cable with microphone and pick-up controller 

rPET protection pouch 

Corn gift packaging
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NEW

State of the art aluminium earbuds with 3.5 mm audio jack 
cable including microphone and pick up function. Comes with 
microfibre carry pouch.

Size 2,5 x ø 1,2 cm.

50 x 70 mm.

Aluminium earbuds

Listening to your music really becomes a pleasure with this 
Bluetooth headphone. The soft cushions allow you to wear the 
headphone for a long time and the integrated control makes it 
easy to change your music or adjust the volume. The integrated 
microphone gives you the possibility to even use it for making 
calls.

Size 15,5 x 5,5 x 17 cm.

20 x 35 mm.

P326.611

Li-poly

1

Stereo Bluetooth headphone

Comfortable Bluetooth headphone made out of ABS with 
rubber finish, packed in EVA pouch. The ability to fold the 
headphone makes it easy to carry in your backpack or suitcase. 
Can also be used with included .

Size 17 x 8 x 19 cm.

100 x 55 mm.

P326.193

Li-poly

1

Foldable bluetooth headphone

Super thin and lightweight bluetooth headphone. Can easily be 
folded to store in the included string pouch. Including state of 
the art finger touch control for volume and next/previous song.

Size 5 x 18 x 15 cm.

35 x 40 mm.

P326.031

Li-poly

1

Bluetooth headphone

P326.621 - black
P326.622 - grey

P326.623 - white
P326.624 - red
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NEW

Tag

4GB 8GB4GB2GB

3 in 1 USB pen with ballpoint, stylus and 4 GB memory.

Size 1,2 x 1,4 x 14,5 cm.

30 x 6 mm.

3 in 1 USB pen

Tag USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive which in addition 
to having a smooth design can easily be clipped on to 
something to make sure you’ll never lose it. Registered 
design®

Size 4,5 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P300.850 - blue
P300.851 - grey
P300.853 - white
P300.854 - red

P300.855 - dark blue
P300.857 - lime green
P300.858 - orange
P300.859 - pink

Tag USB stick

Hardcover notebook with 80 pages inside, page divider and 
elastic band. Including matt stainless steel Victory pen, black 
ink. Gift box in matching colours.

Size 23,6 x 19,5 x 2,7 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P300.601 - 2 GB, silver
P300.602 - 4 GB, silver

P300.603 - 8 GB, silver
P300.608 - 8 GB, black

A5 size notebook with pen in gift box

P773.561 - silver/black
P773.564 - black/red
P773.565 - blue/white

P773.567 - black/green
P773.568 - black/orange
P773.569 - black/silver
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Nino Nino

Nino Nino

8GB

8GB 8GB

+

You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet 
with the special touch screen pen. But this Nino is in fact chiefly 
a good-looking pen. With an ultra-thin sunken clip so that you 
can always carry it with you everywhere.

Size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

Nino stylus pen

You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet 
with the special touch screen pen. It also includes a normal 
pen. But this Nino is in fact chiefly a good-looking 8 GB USB-
stick. With an ultra-thin sunken clip so that you can always 
carry it with you everywhere.

Size 13,4 x ø 1,3 cm.

50 x 6 mm.

P610.601 - black P610.603 - grey

Nino stylus pen USB 8GB

Nino is a solid aluminum 2.0 memory flash drive with enough 
capacity to store all your important files. The integrated clip 
makes the touch pen convenient from any side. Registered 
design®

Size 6 x ø 1,2 cm.

5 x 25 mm.

P300.902

Nino touch USB 8GB

It is on the one hand a laser for use during presentations- 
you can use the laser dot to point out what you think is 
important. And it is a handy 8 GB USB stick on the other. 
With a sunken clip so that you can always carry it with you 
everywhere.

Size 1,2 x 1,5 x 6,5 cm.

20 x 5 mm.

P300.020

3

Nino laser USB 8GB
P314.002
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Point|03

Point|01

Kube

4GB

4GB+

Point|03 is an APP controlled laser pointer & presenter giving 
you full control over your presentation. The pen’s clip has an 
integrated USB2.0 flash drive to store and transfer your work. 
A removable laser pointer, which once connected to your 
mobile phone and the APP, makes giving a presentation as 
easy and convenient as it ever can be. At the same time the 
slim aluminum pen or stylus can be used to make your notes 
during the meeting. Registered design®

Size 15 x 0,9 x 1,3 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

Point|03 APP laser pointer & presenter

Kube combines all your daily mobile needs in one aluminum 
stylus pen. The clip is designed to hold your mobile phone and 
cleans your screen. The pen comes with a blue and black refill. 
Registered design®

Size 17 x 4,3 x 2,3 cm.

60 x 8 mm.

P314.141 - black P314.145 - blueKube 4 in 1 pen

The Point | 01 tech pen is by no means average. This pen has 
an integrated stylus, ultra-thin 4 GB USB stick and clip to 
attach to your papers. This is the pen you will never lose or 
forget at home. Registered design®

Size 14,5 x 0,9 x 1,3 cm.

80 x 5 mm.

P610.092 - black
P610.093 - white

P610.095 - blue

Point | 01 tech pen - stylus & USB 4GB

P300.141 - black
P300.143 - white

P300.145 - blue
P300.147 - turquoise

To download the XD Design presenter app:

• search “Point|03” in the App Store, or 
• search “Point|03” in the Google store.

Can connect through Bluetooth or Wifi

Works with Apple and Android smart phones

Compatible with Power Point and Keynote 

Build in timer to keep your presentation on schedule

Laser (Class II) is activated with the App and fits on any smart phone 

Stylus touch pen for touch screen navigation and paper writing

Including 4GB memory stick to store and bring your own presentation

Digital manual included
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Konekt Twist

Kliq

+ +

+

A clip that disappears into the pen and only reappears when 
you have finished writing. This gives the pen its minimalistic 
form and has clearly been well thought out. Made from one 
piece of aluminium so that is sits well in the hand and is 
indestructible.

Size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

Kliq pen

One moment you can use it to write and draw on your tablet. 
The next it is a ‘normal’ pen. And made out of one piece of 
aluminium for a modern and elegant result. And the button at 
the top? It’s to play with...

Size 13,4 x ø 1 cm.

80 x 4 mm.

P610.371 - black P610.373 - grey

Twist stylus pen

1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen in with shiny clip.

Size 17,2 x 12 x 2 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

P610.191 - black P610.193 - grey

Hyperion pen set

Konekt brings an aluminum ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen 
closer together by connecting the clips. The pens are both 
delivered with a blue and black refill. Registered design®

Size 17,5 x 12 x 2,5 cm.

30 x 50 mm.

P610.001 - black P610.002 - silver

Konekt connected pen set

P613.012 - black
P613.013 - white

P613.015 - blue
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The world is getting smaller. 

Globalisation sees more and more 

people travelling all over the globe. 

And whilst on the road towards 

new destinations, we like to stay in 

touch with our home base, keep the 

connection with our roots intact. It 

seems only logical to combine a travel 

accessory and a charging battery. 

Connect and go! 

PACKED TO GO
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Hybrid
NEW

6000 mAh

3 1

32

Hybrid combines power and storage in a modern rPET 
backpack. Whether it’s in the office, train, plane or anywhere 
else with Hybrid you’ll always have a powerfull 6.000mAh 
battery at your side. On the inside cables are integrated 
and small pockets are provided to make charging and use 
convenient at all times. MFi licensed product and Registered 
design®

Size 45,5 x 14 x 32 cm.

250 100 mm. 17LLi-ion

3

Hybrid 6.000mAh power backpack
P705.511

6.000 mAh powerbank inside

High 1.5A input and total 3A output for fast charging

Can charge 2 devices simultaneously

Cable included for fast charging on any USB power outlet

Durable rPET bag 

REASONS WHY HYBRID IS YOUR MUST-HAVE BACKPACK

You don’t need to take out the powerbank to charge it, just unzip 
the cable from the side pocket, and plug it in a power outlet to get 
charged for the next day.

Inside the backpack it charges up to 2 devices simultaneously, 
including your tablet, while on the go.

The extendable cable makes sure you can keep using your phone from the smartphone 
pocket while it continues charging.
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D-Axis

B-Axis

Seattle

Seattle

9-10”

7-8”

9-10”

9-10”
Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. 
Your tablet, of course, that you can stand upright thanks to the 
Seattle. And your other things because this handy portfolio 
contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the 
most compact form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).

Size 3,6 x 24,5 x 31 cm.

180 x 90 mm.

Seattle 9-10” tablet portfolio

Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. 
Your tablet, of course, that you can stand upright thanks to the 
Seattle. And your other things because this handy portfolio 
contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the 
most compact form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).

Size 3,5 x 24,5 x 18,5 cm.

120 x 70 mm.

P772.812

Seattle 7-8” tablet portfolio

There is no safer way of transporting your tablet than in the 
B-Axis because it has a patented holder in which you can 
store your tablet out of sight. And it can be produced in one 
movement thanks to the Fidlock system, which is also patented. 
The accessories fit in the special side pocket and this modern, 
water-resistant backpack also provides plenty of space for your 
other things. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).

Size 44 x 9 x 35,5 cm.

120 x 70 mm.

P772.872

10L
15,6”

B-Axis laptop backpack

D-Axis opens up a completely new concept in the world of 
bags. As on-the-go tablet use has become a daily activity 
for many of us, this bag is designed to make that extremely 
convenient to do. The D-Axis has an integrated universal 
tablet holder which can be securely closed with the Fidlock® 
system, both are patented. The inside of the bag is organised 
very efficiently so that there is plenty of flexible storage space, 
and there is even room for a 15,6” laptop. This practical bag is 
made of 100% rPET in combination with high quality EVA to 
strengthen the bag. Registered design®

Size 43,4 x 31 x 9 cm.

250 x 80 mm.

P705.111

10L
15,6”

D-Axis document bag
P732.011
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Pure

Pure

No more bags, flaps and zips: this is a backpack in its purest 
form. Cut from one piece of canvas (with water-resistant PEVA 
coating) and this applies to the straps as well. Making it ultra 
strong and durable and giving this backpack its straightforward 
appearance. Of course it is very useful! Registered design®

Size 10 x 42 x 32 cm.

35 x 20 mm. 10L

Pure backpack

Durability. Style. Original design. Practical usefulness. And it’s 
water-resistant as well! Made from one piece of canvas with 
special PEVA coating and strong straps. In two exceptional 
colours and it can be combined with the Pure backpack. 
Registered design®

Size 10 x 42 x 31 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

P705.052 - grey P705.055 - blue

10L

Pure messenger bag
P729.052 - grey P729.055 - blue

Designed from one piece of fabric to reduce waste

Aluminum buckle with leather closure

Environmental friendly water repellant coating

THE MAKING OF:

cut to size finish edges add on details seal closed turn inside out tada!
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4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”. Pongee polyester interior and 
ABS shell with special doming label area. One zippered main 
compartment with 2 zipper pullers and 1 zippered pocket. 
Handle with double aluminum silver tube.

Size 50 x 22 x 34 cm.

68 x 23 mm. 32L

4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”

This tarpaulin duffel backpack can be carried both as a duffel 
bag and a backpack. The sturdy design makes it suitable 
for the most  trips and the cleverly designed straps increase 
the comfort of carrying the bag. Inside it has one main 
compartment with 1 mesh pocket and two smaller pockets.

Size 31 x 31 x 51 cm.

140 x 100 mm.

P703.631 - black
P703.632 - green

P703.635 - red

40L

Swiss Peak duffel backpack

600D polyester backpack with fashionable brown base. 1 
main compartment and 1 front pocket. Comes with adjustable 
matching color straps. Standard exchangeable zipper puller 
in black.

Size 45 x 13,5 x 29 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P775.202

13L

Backpack with exchangeable zipper puller

600D 2 tone polyester travel bag with fashionable brown details 
on the handles and zippers.

Size 27 x 38 x 58 cm.

340 x 220 mm.

P760.010 - light blue
P760.011 - black
P760.012 - grey

P760.014 - red
P760.015 - blue
P760.017 - green

50L

Fashion duo tone travel bag

600D 2 tone polyester laptop bag with fashionable brown 
details on the handles and zippers.

Size 6,5 x 30 x 40 cm.

230 x 150 mm.

P707.220

8L
15,6”

Fashion duo tone laptop bag

600D 2 tone polyester backpack with fashionable brown details 
on the handles and zippers.

Size 14 x 45 x 32 cm.

120 x 50 mm.

P732.200

17L

Fashion duo tone backpack
P760.750

customize with your own 
colour zipper puller
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HurricaneHurricane

Droplet

Brolly
The Hurricane umbrella features a 27” double layered panel that 
is ideal for rough conditions and is dry again in no time due to 
the waterproof fabric. The unique opening mechanism provides 
ease of use when opening and closing. Registered design®

Size 96 x ø 120 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

27” Hurricane storm umbrella

Manual design umbrella in 190T pongee polyester with 
aluminium shaft and top, fibreglass ribs, ABS tips and handle. 
Packed in XD Design gift box. Registered design®

Size 81,5 x ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.501 - black
P850.502 - grey

P850.505 - blue

23” Hurricane umbrella

Brolly is an ecological and high end solution for all those bad 
weather days. The 100% rPET canvas, the ergonomic Resound® 
handle and the unique auto open/closing system won’t let you 
down in the rain. Registered design®

Size 58 x ø 96 cm.

37 x 33 mm.

P850.101 - black
P850.102 - silver

P850.105 - blue

21,5” Brolly 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella

The only droplet you can feel is the handle of this umbrella. Use 
it to hold onto and you will always know it’s yours. The umbrella 
has a diameter of 90 cm which can be folded into a compact 
package. Choose from a white, a blue or a red droplet. Made 
from rPET (recycled PET bottles) & reSound. Registered design®

Size 54,3 x ø 88 cm.

200 x 70 mm.

P850.110 - white
P850.111 - black

P850.115 - blue
P850.117 - green

19.5” Droplet pocket umbrella

P850.011 - black
P850.013 - white

P850.015 - bluedurable RPET fabric

durable RPET fabricdurable RPET fabric

durable and strong fabric
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Vlam

Luxo

Hexo

Nido

#WITHXDDESIGN

Nido is a carbon steel barbecue for the preparation of your food 
on those summer days. Thanks to its square shape it has more 
surface area to grill your delicious food just the way you like it. 
Registered design®

Size 35 x 35 x 23,5 cm.

100 x 15 mm.

Nido barbecue

Luxo is a set of 3 barbecue tools brought together in a smart 
way. The stainless steel spatula and tong fit harmoniously 
around the silicon brush which can then be hooked on to the 
barbecue. Registered design®

Size 38,2 x 9 x 3,7 cm.

15 x 15 mm.

P422.211 - black P422.213 - white
Luxo barbecue tools

A fun picnic starts with placing a blanket (160x147cm) on the 
ground and this one makes all the difference. Special form for 
more fun, clever material – soft on one side and waterproof on 
the other. And it includes a tray to put your bottle and glasses 
on. Easy to fold up and take with you.

Size 1 x 142 x 160 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P422.222

Hexo picnic blanket

Vlam is a table light, ideal for some extra warmth during colder 
days, or for some romantic dim light. Made of iron and glass, 
you can use it indoor as well as outdoor, it will bring light and 
warmth to your table. Registered design®

Size 16,3 x ø 18,3 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P459.021 - black P459.025 - blue

Vlam table fire
P262.521
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Hamburger set with hamburger press and BBQ brush. Allows 
you to make and prepare perfect hamburgers.

Size 3,3 x 22,7 x 28,6 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

BBQ set with hamburger press and brush

BBQ smoker box. Serve your guest something special by 
preparing your meat or fish on this BBQ smoker box. Place 
some woodchips in the smoker box and place the box on your 
BBQ to start smoking your favorite dishes.

Size 3,9 x 9,2 x 26 cm.

90 x 45 mm.

P422.401

BBQ smoker

Luxurious stainless steel barbeque tools with bamboo handles. 
Set includes spatula and tongs.

Size 7 x 21 x 53,5 cm.

80 x 20 mm.

P422.311

2 pcs bamboo BBQ set deluxe

4 pcs bbq set with stainless steel spatula and tong, bbq glove 
and meat thermometer.

Size 6 x 26,5 x 42 cm.

100 x 13 mm.

P422.839

4 pcs BBQ set

3 pcs stainless steel barbecue set with bamboo handles 
including spatula, carving fork and pair of tongs.

Size 6 x 19,3 x 42 cm.

100 x 10 mm.

P422.751

3 pcs bamboo BBQ set
P422.509

Luxury gift box
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Tweet

Hoot

NEW

280g ultra soft cozy blanket in polyester material.  Soft, 
comfortable and light blanket. Perfect size for snuggling on the 
couch or to keep warm at outdoor events.

Size 150 x 120 cm.

280 x 200 mm.

Luxury blanket

Unscrew the roof and you are able to fill the whole feeder with 
birdseed. It drops down automatically to the feeding tray. The 
feeder is easy to take apart and clean. With a real wooden pole. 
The birds will love visiting your garden.

Size 14,4 x ø 22,2 cm.

45 x 20 mm.

P459.642 - black
P459.644 - red

P459.645 - blue

Hoot bird feeder

The Tweet bird house can be easily hung or screwed anywhere 
outdoors, bringing you closer to nature.  The bottom is easily 
removed for cleaning seasonally. With drainage holes on 
the bottom and air circulation holes on top, there is always a 
comfortable place for your small friends. Registered design®

Size 18 x ø 14,6 cm.

40 x 35 mm.

P269.403

Tweet bird house
P269.003
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Lumix Lumix

Light up your room, garage or camping spot with this 1W white 
LED Pull lamp. Hang it anywhere you want and with one simple 
pull the LED can be switched on or off.

Size 15,5 x ø 5,5 cm.

15 x 40 mm.
AAA

3

Pull lamp

The Lumix is a 3W LED torch in a strong yet elegant aluminum 
body. This torch is the ultimate combination of style and 
function. The silicone sleeve provides protection from scratches 
and allows you to hang your light where needed. Registered 
design®

Size 21 x ø 5 cm.

100 x 13 mm.

P513.981 - black
P513.985 - blue

P513.987 - green

C
3

Lumix large torch

The Lumix is a 1W LED torch in a strong yet elegant aluminum 
body. This torch is the ultimate combination of style and 
function. The silicone sleeve provides protection from scratches 
and allows you to hang your light where needed. Registered 
design®

Size 16 x ø 3,7 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P513.801 - black P513.805 - blue

AA
2

Lumix small torch
P513.701 - black P513.705 - blue

just pull the cord to 
turn on and off
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NEW

Track your activity, sleep, and calories burned with this 
activity tracker. Get insights into your achievements and 
set new goals with the free APP. Compatible with both iOS 
(iPhone 4S and up) and Android 4.3. This activity tracker is 
the next step towards a healthier life style!

Size 1,6 x 5 x 6,8 cm.

15 x 10 mm.
Li-poly

1

Activity tracker

Exercise safely in the dark with this neoprene universal 
armband with built-in LED light and velcro strap. Fits all 
common phones for example: iPhone 5, iPhone 6, Samsung 
Galaxy 5 and HTC one. With key holder pocket. 

Size 16,2 x 46,6 cm.

120 x 25 mm.

P417.101 - black
P417.104 - red

P417.105 - blue

1

Running holder with LED light
P320.301

2 slots for your earphone jack

Smart alarm to wake up 
in the morning

Track sleep quality

Monitor calorie usage

Track steps and 
distance travelled with 
the 3D sensor

Set goals for a healthier 
life style
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Turner

Turner let’s you drink without spills while you cycle, run, ride 
or fly. One simple turn for the straw to appear or disappear 
and you can drink without tilting the 650ml bottle. The Turner 
is manufactured from Tritan® material which is very durable. 
Registered design®

Size 7,5 x 8,2 x 21,3 cm.

30 x 45 mm.

Turner activity bottle

Trendy 800ml sport bottle with drinking sprout. The design 
allows you to easily use the bottle with one hand during your 
work out.  Tritan body and PP top. BPA free.

Size 26,8 x ø 7,2 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

P436.041 - black
P436.043 - white

P436.045 - blue
P436.047 - lime green

Tritan sport bottle

Strong and durable 600ml single wall sport bottle with twist-on 
lid and flip-top drinking spout. BPA free.

Size 22,3 x ø 7,2 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

P436.430 - grey
P436.435 - blue

P436.439 - pink

Aluminium sport bottle

P436.560 - silver
P436.565 - blue

P436.569 - pink
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NEW

Fashionable 650ml  lemon or lime water infuser bottle. Easily 
extract and blend in vitamins to add flavour to your water. 
Stainless steel lid, tritan body, PP bottom section. BPA free.

Size 24,5 x ø 7 cm.

30 x 40 mm.

Lemon bottle

800ml Tritan bottle with fruit infuser compartment. Infuse your 
water with a load of vitamins and flavour by adding fresh fruits 
into the infuser compartment. The infuser compartment can 
also be used to chill your water by adding ice cubes.

Size 9,5 x 7,2 x 27,5 x ø 7,2 cm.

25 x 80 mm.

P436.695 - blue
P436.697 - green

P436.698 - orange
P436.699 - pink

Water bottle with infuser

P436.055 - blue
P436.057 - green

P436.058 - orange

Combining water and fruit is the ultimate health trend for 2015 

Allows you to hydrate yourself and get all your essential vitamins and nutrients 

Mix and match any flavours you like 
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NEW

Bopp Cool

Bopp Hot

2L

Sustainable 350ml tumbler with silicone grip and lid. 
Manufactured from 100% biodegradable plant material (PLA). 
BPA free and dishwasher proof. 

Size 12,3 x ø 9,5 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

PLA coffee cup

Bopp Hot is a 600ml double wall flask with matt body, push 
closure and cup with handle in contrasting finish, ideal for the 
trendy coffee drinker. Registered design®

Size 24,5 x ø 7,5 cm.

35 x 60 mm.

P432.880 - grey
P432.884 - red
P432.885 - blue
P432.886 - lime green

P432.887 - green
P432.888 - orange
P432.889 - pink

Bopp Hot flask

Bopp Cool is a design award winning drinking bottle with a 
capacity of 700ml in eco-friendly Tritan™ material. A sustainable 
bottle with an ingenious integrated cooler element to cool your 
drinks from inside the bottle. Registered design®

Size 25 x ø 8 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P433.221 - black
P433.223 - white
P433.224 - red

P433.225 - blue
P433.227 - green

Bopp Cool bottle

P436.101 - grey
P436.103 - white

P436.105 - blue
P436.107 - green

100% biodegradable  

Food Safe EU/USA 

Can be used in microwave ( 120 degrees) 

Dishwasher safe
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Boom

Boom Hot

227 ml.

Dia

Closable, insulated and compact enough for under the coffee 
machine (227 ml). And very hygienic because the lining of the 
mug is made of stainless steel, not from plastic. Designed so 
that the mug is easy to take apart for recycling.  Registered 
design®

Size 8,5 x 9,2 x 10,2 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

Dia travel mug

Boom Hot is a representation of Cradle to Cradle (C2C) ideology. 
This 500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask is easy 
to recycle as no glue is used to fix the components and all the 
different materials are easy to separate and all are  recyclable. 
The flask has a twist closure double walled cup with a splash of 
colour. Registered design®

Size 26,3 x ø 7,5 cm.

30 x 70 mm.

P432.021 - black
P432.023 - white
P432.024 - red

P432.025 - blue
P432.027 - lime green

Boom Hot eco flask

The Boom is a 225ml leakproof, double walled travel mug for 
your hot or cold beverages on the go. The most surprising 
feature is that it’s designed to be completely dismantled at 
the end of it’s life-cycle for recycling. Show your commitment 
by disassembling and recyling each part for a cleaner world. 
Registered design®

Size 17,2 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 60 mm.

P433.012 - grey
P433.015 - blue

P433.017 - lime green

Boom eco mug

P432.341 - black
P432.342 - grey

P432.345 - blue
P432.347 - lime green

Helping to reduce waste in production and 
after use

All parts have their material group  
identified for easy recycling

No glue is used and no paint is applied to  
reduce the impact

Double wall to keep cool or hot for a 
longer period

Leakproof design

Production based on the  
Cradle to Cradle philosophy  

Designed to be disassembled at the end  
of life 

The first Cradle to Cradle
certified product in the
promotional product
industry!

Your ideal coffee partner 
as it fits under all coffee 
machines

Sustainable cup

Dia is the first coffee machine 
standard reusable coffee cup. 
Most disposable cups cannot be 
recycled.  
 
Make it your choice to go for 
sustainable coffee consumption.
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Where technology allows us to 

be connected to the word around 

us on a virtual level, a human 

connection ‘the old fashioned 

way’ remains highly appreciated. 

Get together and share a nice 

cuppa of the second most served 

drink on the planet, as do over 4 

billion people.

T AS IN TOGETHERNESS
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Press

NEW

Teako

Teako makes drinking tea an experience again. Create 1 litre 
of delicious tea with the easy to lift and lock strainer which 
prevents your tea becoming bitter. A firm silicone bottom 
protects the stainless steel body while the wooden handle 
gives it a natural look and feel. All of this plus the drip-free 
spout allows your tea to be served without spillage. Registered 
design®

Size 22 x 22 x 20 cm.

40 x 30 mm.

Teako tea pot

Press is your vital companion in the kitchen. The 2 changeable 
drills make sure you have the right size for each fruit. After 
squeezing your fruits, the glass carafe and it’s pourer can go 
straight to the table so you don’t spill any vitamins. Registered 
design®

Size 20 x ø 11 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

P263.051

Press hand juicer

Set of two coffee glasses, double wall, 180ml. Packed in 
magnetic gift box.

Size 19,3 x 11,6 x 10,3 cm.

20 x10 mm.

P261.181

Coffee glasses set
P263.010

Easy and fun to make and serve tea with fresh tea leaves

Retractable strainer to avoid bitter teas 

Durable stainless steel body

Solid silicon base 
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Gliss

P264.011

Lumm water carafe

Lumm

Aerato

Gliss takes white wine tasting and drinking to a higher level 
of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe you 
have an all in one unit to cool wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 32,8 x ø 10,9 cm.

45 x 45 mm.

Gliss white wine carafe

Aerato takes red wine tasting and drinking to a higher level 
of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe you 
have an all in one unit to air wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 18,9 x ø 20,9 cm.

45 x 45 mm.

P264.021

Aerato red wine carafe

Lumm adds more atmosphere to the serving of your beverages. 
With an integrated LED light this carafe is not only very 
functional but also a decoration piece on your serving table. 
Registered design®

Size 28,4 x ø 10,2 cm.

70 x 70 mm.

P264.001

2

Lumm water carafe

Trendy 1,2 litre glass water carafe with silicone lid.

Size 28 x ø 8,8 cm.

30 x 35 mm.

P264.011

Water carafe
P264.030
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Flute

Edge

Edge presents your bottle in a modern way and suits any dining 
table. The cooler quickly chills your wine or champagne with the 
removable rapid cooling sleeve. Registered design®

Size 30 x ø 16 cm.

40 x 90 mm.

Edge rapid cooler

Flute is a luxurious champagne carrier that makes sure your 
bottle of champagne (not included) and the glasses (included) 
arrive safely at their destination. Registered design®

Size 29 x 8,8 x 39 cm.

60 x 50 mm.

P915.092

Flute champagne carrier

Unique design acrylic ice bucket and bottle chiller with liquid 
inside, bottle shape top section, one pair of tongs and lid to fit 
bottom section with chrome rim, packed in black box.

Size 45,3 x ø 12,8 cm.

40 x 40 mm.

P911.311

3 in 1 wine cooler

Fashionable wine cooler sleeve to chill your wine and keep it at 
the right temperature.

Size 22,5 x 15,5 x 2,5 cm.

100 x 140 mm.

P915.060

Wine cooler sleeve

P915.111 - black
P915.112 - silver

P915.115 - blue

Multi function use as wine cooler and ice bucket

Rapid cooler; takes 30 minutes to chill your bottle
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Airo Plate

Airo Tech Eon

Ora

Ora is a very functional and easy to use lever corkscrew. The 
integrated foil cutters help you remove the foil and with the 
leveller your bottle is opened with 2 simple movements, down 
and up. Enjoy your wine. Registered design®

Size 10 x 4,5 x 20 cm.

14 x 30 mm.

Ora lever corkscrew

Open your wine bottle with ease by using this electric corkscrew 
with built in foil cutter. Including AC adapter to charge the 
device.

Size 20,5 x ø 5,5 cm.

100 x 7 mm.

P911.811

Li-poly

1

Electric corkscrew

Eon is the tool for every barman. It’s a stylish, compact and 
easy to use 2 step opener. The integrated foil cutters help you 
remove the foil and with the leveller your bottle is opened 
with 3 simple movements, down, up and up. Enjoy your wine. 
Registered design®

Size 2,2 x 11,2 x 2,4 cm.

30 x 4 mm.

P911.401

Eon 2 step corkscrew

Airo Plate is a stainless steel drip tray making sure your table 
stays clean while you are enjoying your wine. Registered 
design®

Size 3,6 x ø 12 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P911.801

Airo Plate wine tray

Airo Tech combines the modern world and the enjoyment 
of wine in one. It perfectly fits on your table or around your 
kitchen as one and includes a 2 step wine opener, a wine bottle 
drip tray and a tablet holder. Registered design®

Size 13 x 13 x 9 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P911.372

Airo Tech wine set
P911.602
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Airo Lux

Airo Primo

Airo Primo is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s an extensive set 
of wine accessories to make sure wine is opened, served and 
kept in the right way. All these pieces can be kept in a trendy 
storage box. Registered design®

Size 24,2 x 25,6 x 12,6 cm.

90 x 12 mm.

Airo Primo wine set

Airo Lux is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s a set of wine 
accessories to make sure wine is opened, served and kept in the 
right way. All these pieces can be kept in a trendy storage box. 
Registered design®

Size 26,1 x 31,7 x 8,4 cm.

75 x 12 mm.

P911.921

Airo Lux wine set

You can be sure to serve your wines at the right temperature 
to all your guests using this digital thermometer which can be 
easily clipped on a bottle.

Size 3,2 x ø 7,2 cm.

35 x 3 mm.

P911.911

1

Wine thermometer

Stainless steel wine pourer and champagne stopper packed in 
luxury gift box.

Size 10,7 x 11 x 5,1 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P911.361

Wine & Champagne set

9 piece professional wine set including 2 wine stoppers, 
thermometer, black ABS foil cutter, stainless steel wine pourer, 
stainless steel ring, Rabbit corkscrew and 2 stainless steel 
spirals. Packed in black MDF box with black EVA interior and 
chrome hinges and lock.

Size 26,8 x 22 x 6,5 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P911.262

9 pcs professional wine set
P911.359
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Glu

Cocoa

Chef

Orbo

Chef is the tablet stand for all modern and creative chefs. The 
sturdy touch pen makes it easy to use your tablet under steamy 
kitchen circumstances without leaving any traces of food on 
your tablet. Registered design®

Size 3 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

Chef tablet stand with touchpen

Orbo is a set of 3 bowls making carrying, serving and presenting 
your snacks a pleasure for any dinner party. Registered design®

Size 22 x 22 x 22 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

P261.171

Orbo serving bowls

Glu is an all year round carafe set. The included tea light can 
heat up your drinks during those cold winter evenings. Together 
with the 2 double wall glasses this is e.g. excellent for mulled 
wine. During the summer time the carafe set can be used 
without tea light for serving all your cool and refreshing drinks. 
Registered design®

Size 30,5 x ø 16,8 cm.

15 x 50 mm.

P263.022

Glu mulled wine set with glasses

Cocoa is a fondue set that increases the pleasure of desserts. 
Use it with friends, or at the end of a romantic dinner. The set 
includes 4 sticks and a tea light. Registered design®

Size 8,5 x ø 12,4 cm.

15 x 40 mm.

P263.211

Cocoa chocolate fondue set
P263.201
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Pesta

TulipBlok

Laxx
Universal bamboo holder which allows you to arrange your 
knives as you prefer. It comes with a strong and sharp 8” chef 
knife, 8” bread knife, 8” slicer, 4,5” utility knife and 3.5” paring 
knife so a complete set for all your kitchen work.

Size 47 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 100 mm.

Knife block set

Pesta is all about freshness. Whether you want to make your 
own pesto, smash garlic or grind herbs, Pesta will make sure 
that what you put on the table is fresh. Registered design®

Size 23,3 x ø 10,5 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P260.202

Pesta mortar and pestle

Put a flower on your table and delight your guests with the 
Tulip salad set. The base has a dual function as a cup allowing 
you to easily mix and serve your dressing and also stores the 
utensils. If you have any left-over dressing, the cup can be 
sealed and stored in the fridge. Registed design®

Size 28 x ø 9 cm.

25 x 30 mm.

P261.309

Tulip salad set

Laxx is a special made set for cutting your salmon and ham 
where the stainless steel knife slides easily through. It comes 
with a rubber wood cutting board with foldable handles 
with anti slip grips to present your food nicely on the table. 
Registered design®

Size 58 x 27,2 x 4,7 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

P261.192 - white
P261.194 - red

P261.197 - lime green

Laxx board with salmon/ham knife

Blok is a design cutting board out of rubber wood which comes 
with a sharpener, knife and fork to make cooking more fun. 
The cutting board has foldable handles with anti slip grips to 
present your food nicely on the table. Registered design®

Size 49 x 29,5 x 5 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P261.149

Blok with 3pcs carving set
P260.079

Create your own dressing with this shaker cup (200ml)

Silicon closure so it’s easy to keep the shaker in the fridge

No glue is used and no paint is applied to reduce the impact
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Orbit

Planet

Planet is a stylish pepper and salt set that has an unique spring-
action design in each grinder that allows convenient one-hand 
operation. As the globes are transparent it’s easy to see your 
sea salt and peppercorn levels. Registered design®

Size 14,9 x 8 x 7,8 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

Planet pepper & salt set

Orbit is a stylish mouth blown glass globe which can hold 
both oil and vinegar (not included) to dress all your salads. 
Registered design®

Size 9,5 x 9,5 x 13 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P262.340

Orbit oil & vinegar set

ABS with rubber spray finish, adjustable ceramic mill, with light 
function. Packed in magnetic gift box.

Size 22 x ø 5,2 cm.

20 x 45 mm.

P262.350

AA
8

Electric pepper and salt mill set

Easy to operate spring pressure system, including refill funnel. 
Packed in gift box.

Size 15 x ø 2,7 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

P262.323

Helix pepper and salt push mill set
P262.082

In Guérande, France, salt is still gathered in the same way as it was by the ancient 
celts, using baskets through which the sea water is strained. This makes the salt 
very expensive and highly sought after, especially the finest quality version called 
Fleur de Sel (flower of salt). This salt is sprinkled on food prior to serving – it is 
never used in cooking.

FLEUR DE SEL
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Tower & Spire

Tower

Spire

Tower

Spire brings fresh parmesan cheese directly onto your plate. The 
tall grater can easily be held in your hand or put onto the table. 
Registered design®

Size 40 x ø 10,8 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

Spire cheese grater

Tower is a beautiful designed tall pepper mill with ceramic 
grinders and is easy to handle because of it’s slim body and it’s 
rubber finished top. Registered design®

Size 42 x ø 7 cm.

50 x 50 mm.

P261.611 - white
P261.614 - red

P261.617 - lime green

Tower pepper mill

Tower & Spire lift your kitchen space to a higher level. These 2 
art pieces are an exclusive gift for anyone who loves cooking. 
The Tower will make sure each of your dishes have the right 
amount of pepper and the Spire will help you when it comes to 
fresh cheese. Registered design®

Size 44 x 25 x 11 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P262.572 - black
P262.573 - white

P262.574 - red
P262.577 - lime green

Tower & Spire set

Tower is a beautifully designed tall bamboo pepper mill with 
ceramic grinders and is comfortable to handle because of its 
slim body and firm grip. Registered design®

Size 42,5 x ø 10 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P261.629

Tower pepper mill
P262.239
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5 in 1 game set including: mikado, playing cards, domino, chess 
and backgammon. White pine wood box 17x17x3,7cm with 
black print chess board at one side of lid and black/red printed 
backgammon board on bottom of box. One side of sliding lid 
for logo imprint. Packed in black box with separate red lid and 
red felt inside.

Size 18,4 x 18,4 x 5 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

5 in 1 game set

White sprayed pine wooden box with 3 different brain puzzles. 
Packed in black box with separate blue lid and matching blue 
felt inside and bottom.

Size 18,2 x 7,8 x 7,2 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P940.181

3 pcs brain teaser set

Tease your brain every day with this bamboo brain teaser set.

Size 18 x 12 x 9,6 cm.

95 x 10 mm.

P940.201

2 pcs brain teaser set

Tease your brain every day with this bamboo brain teaser.

Size 11,4 x 11,4 x 9 cm.

75 x 10 mm.

P940.413

Desk brain teaser
P940.423
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XD Apparel is a sustainable premium performance outerwear 

brand that strives to have the lightest environmental footprint. We 

design every product with one clear idea in mind: limit our impact 

on nature by reducing waste, energy and water use, and to work 

with suppliers and manufacturers that share our vision and respect 

the highest environmental and social standards. Guaranteed, and 

certified, by bluesign and third party auditors.

XD Apparel takes great care to design garments that fit well and 

look good so that users will feel the difference. We have developed 

tailored cuts that offer clean aesthetics and high protection from 

foul weather so that users can enjoy them for a wide variety of 

uses and climate conditions. Our dedication to details, finishing 

and special features is how we believe we make products that are 

a cut above the market standards. Last, but not least, by far, we 

work with fabric and component suppliers on the cutting edge of 

sustainability who have developed recycled materials and trimmings 

that perform, feel and look as well as or better than conventionally 

made products.

WHO WE ARE

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
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The XD Apparel collection is actually an all-year-round collection. 
Dublin, Hamburg, Lisbon and Brussels are ideal jackets for spring, 
fall, early summer and even when summer evenings are a bit 
chilly. 
 
Stockholm, Helsinki and Warsaw are ideal for wearing at 
temperatures as low as -10° degrees due to the Thermore® Aria 115 
gr padding. The Oslo (with Thermore® Aria 170 gr) and Riga, the 
all-year parka, will offer you maximum comfort at temperatures 
below  -25° degrees!

However there are many more options and we call that layer on 
layer!         
 
Although our jackets are water-repellent and windproof, you can 
imagine there are really tough situations when you could prefer 
extra protection. In this case a combination of two jackets will 
create the ultimate comfort.

Please see some other attractive combinations here. 

BEST IN CLASS FIT

Design, fit and aesthetics are some of the reasons people form close bonds with the clothing they love to wear. Our goal with XD Apparel 
is to make garments that last and are worn with long-lasting enjoyment. Clothing that fits well and performs well, durably. This is why we 
are particularly attentive to best-in-class grading and fitting in our quest to make clothing that users will want to wear.

Our extensive range of distinctive yet subtle customization 
options brings branding to a new level of sophistication and 
refinement. Our printing and customizing facilities boast state-
of-the-art equipment and experienced staff. We promote a 
minimalistic subtle imprint so the receiver will use the jacket even 

bluesign® is widely considered the best-practice approach in 
performance apparel. The highly specialized audit company 
ensures that every stage of the manufacturing process complies 
with its strict environmental and performance standards. 

There is no room for compromise. The certification process 
requires that all component and ingredient suppliers, including dyes, convert their 
internal processes to bluesign® standards. The effort is definitely worth it, for everyone 
involved – suppliers, customers, and the  environment.
 
 100% of all outer shell fabrics used
 by XD Apparel is certified bluesign® approved fabrics.  
 
We are proud to be a part of the drive to make the world a better place by respecting 
the demanding standards set down by world-leading certification organizations.  We 
stand by these principles and hope you do too. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

SUPERIOR TAILORING

SOPHISTICATED BRANDING

after the event. Our integrated service guarantees fast response 
times to all requests and represents our commitment to local 
manufacturing and communities.

LAYER ON LAYER

MEN

WOMEN

chest
waist
hip

chest
waist
hip

chest

waist

hip
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HAMBURG

T470

XS-XL

T170

S-XXXL

01 30 60 99 01 30 60 99

SPORT CASUAL REFINED 

STRONG POINTS 

Elastic band sleeve

Fleece collar

Inside pocket

Inside pocket

• The perfect classic jacket
• Nice and rich colour combos
• Versatile spring and summer use
• Fits everyone

XD TREND LIGHT  
59% recycled polyester  
41% polyester

SHELL LINING
Mesh 100% polyester,   
taffetas 100%  
polyester (sleeves)

A timeless design with a sporty edge and 
unconditional versatility, Hamburg is the 
go-to jacket for urban and active lifestyles. 
The straight cut body, made in sustainably-
sourced XT Trend light polyester, is trimmed 
with wide 2x2 ribbing at the hem and cuffs 
to keep the drafts at bay. The minimalist style 

includes two hand pockets on the outside, 
two pockets inside, and a headphone-out 
passage. The contrasting colored zipper teeth 
infuse a retro sporty aesthetic to a jacket that 
will excel in any environment.

BODYFIT REGULAR 
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR 
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

WHITE NAVY RED BLACK WHITE NAVY RED BLACK

The perfect travel jacket, classic golf, bike, boat jacket

Ultra light weight 

Extra high collar with smooth micro fleecy lining

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Sustainable
for free
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LISBON

T480

XS-XL

T180

S-XXXL

20 30 60 9935 20 30 60 9935

Elastic band sleeve Inside pocket

HoodSleeve with zipper

THE MAKE-MY-DAY SOFT SHELL 

STRONG POINTS 

• Extreme comfort fit because 4 ways stretch fabric
• Versatile jacket because it is ultra-light
• Urban and Sporty
• Pure and ergonomic design

XD COMFORT LIGHT
/ bonded
86% recycled polyester

SHELL
14% spandex
Tricot comfort

Taking the soft shell to new levels of
performance and comfort, Lisbon packs
multiple features in its clean, streamlined
design. The highly breathable four-way
stretch XD Comfort Light fabric offers full 
protection from the cold and wind without 
compromising freedom of movement. 

The fitted shape will accommodate all needs 
with its 2 hand pockets, chest pocket and 
zippered sleeve pocket on the left arm, as well 
as a headphone-out passage and hood. Never
has a soft shell gone to such lengths to keep
in stride with today’s active lifestyles.

BODYFIT REGULAR 
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR 
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

YELLOW NAVY BLUE HEAVEN RED BLACK YELLOW NAVY BLUE HEAVEN RED BLACK

Tricot inner surface eliminates discomfort in warm weather

Ultra light four-way stretch (14% Spandex) for maximum wear comfort

Highly comfortable and perfect fit

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener) 

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Sustainable
for free

The thinnest soft shell jacket in the market
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SOFIA

T440

XS-XL

T140

S-XXXL

30 35 50 9940 30 35 50 9940

Inside mesh pocket

Rounded backside

Sleeve with zipper

Decoration example

BUILT TO MOVE SINGLE LAYER
SOLUTION

STRONG POINTS 

• Extreme comfort fit because
   4 ways stretch fabric
• Versatile use: all year around jacket
• Urban and sporty, pure and ergonomic

XD COMFORT / bonded
86% recycled polyester
14% spandex

SHELL
TPU membrane
(Thermoplastic polyurethane)
Brushed micro fleece 100% polyester

Sofia is XD Apparel’s versatile soft shell
jacket featuring a sporty tailored design
including a slightly longer back for added
protection and raglan sleeves for enhanced
ease of movement. The 4-way stretch fabric
is bonded to a soft gray contrast fleece
to deliver superior comfort in a one-layer

solution designed to adapt to all conditions.
It also packs all the performance features of 
an outerwear jacket offering high waterproof 
level and breathability as well as wind 
protection and water repellence.

BODYFIT REGULAR 
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR 
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK

Four-way stretch (14% Spandex) for maximum comfort

Extra high collar that eliminates the discomfort of wind and water pooling around your neckcomfort

Trendy colours, fashionable fitting

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Sustainable
for free

Water proof fabric 10.000 mm

Multifunctional weather protection jacket
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DUBLIN

T460

XS-XL

T160

S-XXXL

30 99 30 99

Pocket

Collar with stow-away hood

Dual snap cufs

Hood

TAILORED FOR FUNCTION
AND STYLE

STRONG POINTS 

STANDARD REGULAR
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

BODYFIT REGULAR
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

• Urban and trendy look
• Classic shape twisted by modern fabric

XD TREND LIGHT
59% recycled polyester
41% polyester

SHELL
Mesh 100% polyester,
taffetas 100% polyester
(sleeves)

An instant classic, Dublin revamps the iconic
field jacket with our eco-performance fabrics
in a finely tailored design that offers the
ideal mix of function and fashion. Made in a
lightly textured XT Trend light polyester
with a mesh lining, the authentic style will
protect from the elements without losing

any of its cool. The fitted shape features
adjustable tabs at the waist, four standard 
issue utility pockets and dual position snaps at 
the cuffs. Engineered down to the last detail, 
the high-stand collar houses a stow-away 
hood under a low profile zipper.

LINING

NAVY BLACK NAVY BLACK

Tailored fit

Lightweight

Hidden hood in collar

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Fashionable city windbreaker

Sustainable
for free
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BRUSSELS

T450

XS-XL

T150

S-XXXL

3.000 3.000

TAPED SEAMS

01 30 30 990199

THE ULTIMATE ALL-WEATHER
SHELL

STRONG POINTS 

Customizable zipperpuller

Velcro band on sleeve

Taped seams

Inside pocket

• Perfect fitting (pre-shaped sleeves, waist parts)
• Versatile use
• Technical performances

XD SHELL
55% recycled polyester
45% polyester
Brushed micro fleece 
(collar)

SHELL
100% polyester /
taffetas 100% polyester

Brussels is XD Apparel’s versatile and
multiple-featured shell jacket packing high
performance in a clean and fitted design. A
perfect crossover jacket for the city and the
outdoors, it is made with a waterproof and
breathable, windproof and water repellent
recycled polyester shell fabric which has a

fine and smooth hand feel. Among its many
tailored details, Brussels boasts pre-shaped
arms for ease of movement, multiple
pockets and discreet under arm ventilation.

LINING

BODYFIT REGULAR 
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR 
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

WHITE NAVY NAVY BLACKWHITEBLACK

Pre-shaped sleeves for freedom of movement

Windproof, waterproof and highly breathable

Stay warm and dry in combination with Sofia or Helsinki as additional layer inside

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Sustainable
for free

Extra high collar that eliminates the discomfort of wind and water pooling around your neck

Taped seams to keep out wind and rain
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HELSINKI

T420

XS-XL

T120

S-XXXL

30 50 35 993099

QUINTESSENTIAL
LIGHTWEIGHT WARMTH

STRONG POINTS 

Fleece chin protector

Decoration example

Inside pocket

Decoration example

• Warmth** and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
• Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
• Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

XD SOFT
100% recycled
polyester

Taffetas
100% polyester

A minimalist, modern and versatile vest to
wear alone or as a thermal layer under a
shell jacket, Helsinki will keep the core warm
while allowing unlimited layering options.
Lined with the best down alternative,
a warm and easy care Thermore® Aria

padding, its shaped seaming will offer a
great fit on both men and women. This is a
classic design with enduring appeal.

PADDINGSHELL LINING
Aria 115 gsm
100% polyester

BODYFIT REGULAR 
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR 
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

NAVY SUNSET BLUE HEAVEN BLACKNAVYBLACK

Ultra lightweight functionality

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Trendy colours, fashionable fitting

Down-free

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Warmth - heat high loft technology

Highly durable - all-year-round use

Sustainable
for free
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STOCKHOLM

T410

XS-XL

T110

S-XXXL

30 35 50 9940 30 35 50 9940

Inside pocket

Elastic band sleeve

Decoration example

Decoration example

STREAMLINED THERMAL
COMFORT

STRONG POINTS 

XD SOFT
100% recycled
polyester

SHELL
Taffetas
100% polyester

Stockholm is the ideal padded jacket for
versatile use as a stand-alone piece or for
layering. The long sleeve slim padded jacket
is made with Aria Thermore® padding which
boasts a soft and down-like feel, superior
warmth-to-weight and the ease of care and

fast drying properties of sustainable recycled
polyester. Tight quilting lines keep the jacket
close to the body, while shaped seams
provide a more fitted look for women.

LINING
Aria 115 gsm
100% polyester

PADDING

• Warmth** and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
• Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
• Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

BODYFIT SLIM
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD SLIM
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK

Ultra lightweight functionality

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Trendy colours, fashionable fitting

Down-free

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Warmth - heat high loft technology

Highly durable - all-year-round use

Sustainable
for free
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WARSAW

T430

XS-XL

T130

S-XXXL

30 35 50 9940 30 35 50 9940

ADVANCED FULL-FEATURED
SHELTER

STRONG POINTS 

Elastic band sleeve

Main YKK zipper

Inside pocket

Insulated hood

• Warmth** and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
• Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
• Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

XD SOFT
100% recycled
polyester

SHELL
Taffetas
100% polyester

A slim insulated jacket with hood for added
protection all year round Warsaw is a 
fullfeatured lightweight thermal layer that 
can be worn alone or layered when needed. 
The minimalist design is engineered for 
comfort, in regular fit for men and in an 

anatomical closer fit for women. The shaped 
hood fits snuggly on the head and won’t 
impede vision. Lightweight Aria Thermore®
insulation provides downy softness,
exceptional heat retention without bulk,
superior ease of care and, it dries fast.

LINING PADDING

BODYFIT SLIM
(WOMEN)

STANDARD SLIM
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

Aria 115 gsm
100% polyester

NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK NAVY BLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME SUNSET BLACK

SIZES WOMEN

Ultra lightweight functionality

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Trendy colours, fashionable fitting

Down-free

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Warmth - heat high loft technology

Highly durable - all-year-round use

Sustainable
for free
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OSLO

T400

XS-XL

T100

S-XXXL

30 50 35 993099

SNUG WARMTH WITHOUT
WEIGHT

STRONG POINTS 

Detachable hood

Inside mesh pocket

Pouch

Decoration example

• Warmth*** and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
• Padded jacket
• Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

XD SOFT
100% recycled
polyester

SHELL
Taffetas
100% polyester

Oslo is XD Apparel’s best all-round winter
jacket. Its carefully crafted design means
it won’t look or feel boxy, while shaped
seaming for women provide a snug and
close fit. Minimal quilting lines create a clean
and lean silhouette while allowing room

for layering and freedom of movement. For
extra protection against the cold, we’ve
added a fitted, detachable hood, and soft
and warm wrist cuffs will keep the cold air
from coming in.

LINING
Aria 170 gsm
100% polyester

PADDING

BODYFIT REGULAR
(WOMEN)

SIZES WOMEN

STANDARD REGULAR
(MEN)

SIZES MEN 

Durable water-repellent

Windproof protection

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Down-free

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Ultra lightweight

Extra warmth - heat high loft technology

NAVY SUNSET BLUE HEAVEN BLACKNAVYBLACK

Sustainable
for free
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RIGA

T900

S-XXXL

99

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AUTHENTICITY

Zipper

Zipper

Elastic cord

Taped seams

Riga is XD Apparel’s authentic multi-pocket,
hooded and padded parka made in a rugged
and sustainable recycled polyester textured
canvas face fabric that wears well and looks
even better. Carefully crafted panels in front
and back infuse character to the rough and

ready design. Additional features include
shaped elbows to shave off excess fabric and
provide unrestricted movement, a snap flap
over the front zipper to keep water out and a
wealth of pockets on the outside and inside.

STRONG POINTS 

• Urban and trendy look
• The real all-purpose Parka
• Unisex model

XD TREND, melange
effect canvas, 100%
recycled polyester

SHELL
Taffetas
100% polyester

LINING
100% polyester

PADDING

STANDARD REGULAR
(UNISEX)

SIZES

BLACK

Hood with maximum warmth

Extra elastic cord to adjust waistline for perfect fit

Perfect for cold winter days

Machine washable at 30 degrees (without softener)

Free garment bag and hanger

Made of recycled and sustainable materials

Unisex, mountain or city - urban use - over your blazer or suit

100% wind and waterproof

Extra warm filling

Sustainable
for free
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Adding your company logo to a 
product improves the perceived 
value of the gift, contributes to the 
visibility of your company name 
and it makes the gift all that more 
personal.

All items in this collection can be 
decorated in one or more ways. 
All done in-house, so we know the 
products inside out. You just have to
choose the technique and  
appearance that best fit the gift and 
the target group.

THIS MAKES IT YOURS
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P2
P260.079
P260.202
P261.149
P261.171
P261.181
P261.192/-4/-7
P261.309
P261.611/-4/-7
P261.629
P262.082
P262.239
P262.323
P262.340
P262.350
P262.521
P262.572/-3/-4/-7
P263.010
P263.022
P263.051
P263.201
P263.211
P264.001
P264.011
P264.021
P264.030
P269.003
P269.403
P280.132

P3
P300.020
P300.141/-3/-5/-7
P300.601/-2/-3/-8
P300.850/-1/-3/-4/-5/-7/-8/-9
P300.902
P301.011
P301.023
P301.301/-11
P301.541/-3
P301.833
P301.843
P301.881
P302.163
P302.173
P302.274
P308.203
P308.991/-5/-7
P314.002
P314.141/-5
P320.301
P323.013
P323.113
P323.140/-5/-7/-8/-9
P323.150/-1/-5
P324.050/-1/-3/-4/-7/-8/-9
P324.081/-3/-5/-7
P324.120/-1/-3/-5
P324.180/-1/-5
P324.203
P324.213
P324.223
P324.303/-5/-7
P324.411
P324.432

P324.453
P324.505
P324.601
P324.753/-4/-5/-6/-7
P324.773
P324.831
P324.901
P324.980/-1/-5
P326.025
P326.031
P326.131
P326.193
P326.330
P326.403
P326.503
P326.603
P326.611
P326.621/-2/-3/-4
P326.651/-4/-5/-7
P326.671/-2/-4/-7

P4
P417.101/-4/-5
P422.211/-3
P422.222
P422.311
P422.401
P422.509
P422.751
P422.839
P432.021/-3/-4/-5/-7
P432.341/-2/-5/-7
P432.880/-4/-5/-6/-7/-8/-9
P433.012/-5/-7
P433.221/-3/-4/-5/-7
P436.041/-3/-5/-7
P436.055/-7/-8
P436.101/-3/-5/-7
P436.430/-5/-9
P436.560/-5/-9
P436.695/-7/-8/-9
P459.021/-5
P459.642/-4/-5

P5
P513.701/-5
P513.801/-5
P513.981/-5/-7

P6
P610.001/-2
P610.092/-3/-5
P610.191/-3
P610.371/-3
P610.601/-3
P613.012/-3/-5

P7
P703.631/-2/-5
P705.052/-5
P705.111
P705.511
P707.220
P729.052/-5
P732.011

P732.200
P760.010/-1/-2/-4/-5/-7
P760.750
P772.812
P772.872
P773.561/-4/-5/-7/-8/-9
P775.202

P8
P850.011/-3/-5
P850.101/-2/-5
P850.110/-1/-5/-7
P850.501/-2/-5

P9
P911.262
P911.311
P911.359
P911.361
P911.372
P911.401
P911.602
P911.801
P911.811
P911.911
P911.921
P915.060
P915.092
P915.111/-2/-5
P940.181
P940.201
P940.413
P940.423

T
T100 / T400
T110 / T410
T120 / T420
T130 / T430
T140 / T440
T150 / T450
T160 / T460
T170 / T470
T180 / T480
T900

84
84
84
83
72
85
85
89
88
86
88
86
87
87
52
89
72
83
73
82
82
75
74
75
74
56
56
16

34
36
33
32
35
21
18

20
19
18
19

20
3
3

22
22
22
34
37
60
17
16
17
10
8
8
9

13
14
14
14
7

15
11

8
11
15
13
10
12
12
9

24
30
25
31
25
29
28
29
31

30
23
23

61
53
53
55
55
54
54
54
69
68
67
68
66
63
64
66
62
62
65
52
57

58
58
59

38
36
39
39
35
38

49
47
44
43
48
46
44

48
49
48
45
45
32
49

50
51

50
51

80
77
80
80
78
79
78
79
79
81
81
76
77
76
91
91

90
90

112
108
106
110

100
104
102
96
98
114

This is a dry printing method in which a heated die is used 
to apply graphics to a surface. The logo will keep the color 
of the material.

Silk screen printing is a stencil technique in which ink 
is forced through a mesh, originally of fine silk but now 
commercially more likely to be nylon. It’s an all embracing 
process used on general materials, metal, plastic pens 
and PU (simulated leather).

This technology highlights the logo with elegance: 
the logo is embroidered on the object’s surface. The 
embroidery can be made on plain/flat surfaces (clothing) 
or irregular/uneven surfaces such as hats, backpacks, 
bags, etc.

This is a digital print on a paper label, it is then specially 
prepared for the transfer to be applied at high temperature 
on the object using a hot-press.

Doming is a printing technique where several materials, 
mostly stickers, are being applied with a transparent coating. 
A resin layer (epoxyresin) gives a 3-D lens effect, and depth 
and extra brightness to colours.

This technique uses a laser beam to print text, logos or 
drawings by engraving the object’s surface. Generally 
it is used on metal but the same technique can also be 
applied with excellent results on wood or plastic.

This technique uses a small diamond to engrave a text or 
logo on the surface of an object. This technique is used to 
engrave glass items mainly.

This technology prints a digital-based image, like a 
photo, directly on a product. Perfect for short-runs, 
personalization and prototypes, the digital printing 
technology does not have any set-up time, which allows 
a short turnaround time.

Hot stamping

Silk screen

Embroidery

Transfer

Doming Laser engraving Diamond engraving

Digital print

PRINT INFORMATION

This method is the fastest and most accurate because it allows 
printing of logos with a high number of colours on usually 
most surfaces. Generally the print is applied on small objects 
made of plastic or other hard materials, on which the paint is 
transferred with a silicon pad.

Pad printing

ARTICLE NUMBER INDEX

NOTES
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